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Thai and Lao Writing

Anthony Diller

Thai and Lao (Laotian) are closely related members of the same language family, and

their writing systems are similar. The scripts are Indie in origin and written from left

to right without regular word spacing. Instead, spaces are used to indicate sentences

or phrasal units. European style paragraphing is used along with quotation marks, pa-

rentheses, and occasionally other punctuation marks. While the scripts are both pho-

nologically based, the relationship of letters to sounds is complex, especially for Thai.

Only the main features of written Thai and Lao are introduced here (see Haas 1956,

Danwiwat 1987, and Kerr 1972 for comprehensive treatments).

The two scripts are directly convertible. Thus the majority of Lao speakers, as de-

fined by Hnguistic criteria, actually reside in northeastern Thaihind; they tend to write

their spoken language using Thai script, whereas Lao script is standard in Laos prop-

er. According to official estimates, over fifty million people are at least partly literate

in these scripts taken together. In addition to the national languages Thai and Lao, the

writing systems are used for several minority languages and non-standard dialects.

Consonant letters are considered the basis of both orthographies, with vowels

added as required diacritics. An important feature of the writing systems, indicated in

TABLE 43.1, is an apparently excessive number of consonant letters as compared to

phoneme inventories. This relates to historical issues and modern tone marking ex-

plained below.

In both phonology and orthography, each language distinguishes the same nine

pairs of long and short vowels. In the semi-official Thai-Lao transliteration system

used here, vowel phonemes are transliterated as:

high / u u mid e oe o low ae a o'

.

Authorities differ slightiy over some phonetic equivalents, a consensus being:

high [i m u] mid [e y o] low [ae a o]

(see Henderson 1951, Haas 1956). Long vowels are transliterated here with a colon.

Three diphthongs ia, u'a, and ua [is uxq us] are counted as part of the core vowel

systems and behave phonologically like long vowels, with rare short variants. Sounds

transhterated here as ay, aw may appear elsewhere as ai, ao (e.g. in "Thai," "Lao").

Stop + h represents aspirated stop (e.g. in "Thai"); c = [tc]; ng = [q]. Lao v varies

among alternates [v ~ p ~ w], and kh among [k^ - x-%\.

Transcriptions and transliterations for Thai and Lao show variation, with Lao

sometimes transcribed in a French-inspired way ("Vientiane" for [visq-tqan]) and
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TABLE 43.1: Quantitative Comparison of Thai and Lao Inventories

Simple

Consonant Consonant Vowel Core Vowel

Symbols Phonemes Symbols Phonemes

Thai 44 21 19 21

Lao 27 20 18 21

TABLE 43.2: Sound Changes Affecting Interpretation of Thai and Lao Scripts

Thirteenth Twentieth

Century Century

(i)
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(iii) Voiced preglottalized stops > plain voiced stops.

(iv) However etymological voiced aspirates might have been pronounced in

Sukhothai times, they have now merged with voiceless aspirates.

Along with the mergers implicit in table 43.2 came a compensatory increase in

tonal distinctions, somewhat differently in the Thai and Lao cases. Earlier spelling

patterns were on the whole retained, so that letters in the writing system that had ear-

lier indicated consonantal distinctions now came to function rather as indirect mark-

ers of tone, with tonal interpretations different in Thai and Lao. These changes

provide the historical background for much of the consonant- letter proliferation of

TABLE 43. 1 , and they motivate the column appearing in table 43.3 which identifies

particular consonants as class i, 2, or 3 for purposes of modem tone rules (as in

TABLE 43.9 on page 464). (Traditionally, these classes are labeled in Thai as n^1^

kla:ng 'mid', ^^ su:ng 'high', and ^1 tdm 'low' respectively—probably referring to

earlier tonal values.)

By the early sixteenth century a form of Sukhothai writing had spread to the

Mekhong River basin, and subsequently several Thai-Lao orthographic differences

began to develop (Gagneux 1983). Separate phonological changes also occurred,

which further differentiated sounds represented by the writing systems. For Lao,

changes included simplification of many consonant clusters, and shifts with merger

of r> h,ch> s, and y>n; Thai had the reverse merger n > y.

More recently, different approaches to language standardization have been re-

sponsible for additional Thai-Lao divergences. Under successive regimes, Lao script

has been scaled down to approach a phonemic representation. (An official order of

i960 provides the Lao text sample.) By contrast, written Thai tends to incorporate un-

pronounced etymological information. Forms meaning 'language' in both Thai and

Lao are borrowed from Sanskrit bhdsd 'speech' but are now pronounced segmentally

SiS pha:sa: (with tones as assigned in table 43.9). The text samples show that Lao

has respelled this item phonemically, while Thai retains "extra" nonphonemic letters

pointing back to the Sanskrit source consonants. Thai is also often romanized etymo-

logically, especially for proper nouns of Indie origin: ill t jli Vajira:vudh, pro-

nounced [wachiraiwut].

Syllable-final stop proliferation of the above type calls for special attention in

Thai schools. Phonologically, apart from final glottal stop (automatic with short vow-

els and not transcribed here), both Thai and Lao admit only three final stop-consonant

sounds: -/?, -t, and -k. Lao, as officially reformed, allows only three symbols: DOT).

(In initial position these represent b-, d-, k-.) Thai, by contrast, represents these three

sounds by no less than 16 different letters, with the possibility of additional silent let-

ters as well (see table 43.3). A good example of extra finals is the word meaning

'etymology' itself, niruktisd:t, as in the Thai text sample; compare Sanskrit nirukti

'derivation' + sdstra 'knowledge'.

For more historical detail see Hartmann 1986 and Li 1977. Aspects of this tradi-

tional view have been challenged in the debate presented by Chamberlain 1991.



TABLE 43.3: Thai and Lao Consonants

Indie
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TABLE 43.3: Thai and Lao Consonants (continued)

Indie
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TABLE 43.4: Compound and Conjunct Forms as Class-changing Alternates

Thai Compound



TABLE 43.5: Simple Short and Long Vowel Symbols

Thai Lao Thai Lao

o
n

n

ka

ki

ku

ku' [kui]

n

n

n

nn
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TABLE 43.8.
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TABLE 43.10: Numerals
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Sample of Thai

i\f]ini'^i[r]mmwuf]i%^y\^mr)m>riUWf\mmi

1. Thai: ^°1 ^11fl1 In [J \v\

2. Transliteration: khgam bh3a:s2a: thgaiiy hzai."

J. Transcription: kham phaisai thay hay

4, Gloss: word language Thai let

i:,i,mn fl1^


